PLAN of the FORT at PENSACOLA
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A. The four Blockhouses each containing two Four Pounders.
B. Outworks to secure the lower part of the Blockhouses from small-arms mounting Cannon to secure the Front of the Stockade, Palisades and a Ditch.
C. Stockade 8 feet high, loopholed at proper distances with a Wooden Banquette to fire through.
D. Points at the Sallient Angles and each side of the Blockhouses are raised four feet to fire over the Stockade with the Batteries and Musquetery.
E. Tran de Louis before the Stockade and Outworks.
F. Advanced Redoubt, numbering Cannon, Palisaded, and a Wet Ditch.
G. Prison, a Brick Building.
H. The Front of the Barracks toward the Bay of Pensacola, which was constructed with Earth and Paille before the hurricane.
I. The Batteries which are now fit for service and have Cannon mounted on the Platforms.
J. Works are constructed with large logs filled with Earth and Sand.
K. Barracks walled for Officers not finished.
L. The lower and upper floors occupied by the Men, the middle floor by Officers.
M. Magazines and Officers' quarters.
N. House building for the Company residences now complete, built on an Ordinance Storehouse and Barracks.
O. Kitchens built for use of the Troops in the Blockhouse.
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